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Introduction
There were, as in the first series, a number of responses where candidates engaged with
the nature of poetry. This was particularly evident for the unseen poem, where examiners
on this Tier professed themselves pleased with the quality of response. There were also
many reasonably sound responses to the Anthology poems, but preparation was not
always sufficiently thorough. On both the (a) questions on the named poem and the (b)
questions that looked for links across two poems, many candidates showed evidence
of careful preparation.   On the (b) questions, although there were some relevant links,
weaker candidates struggled to compare the poems effectively. Some added a brief
comparative conclusion, after treating each poem in isolation. More detailed linkage would
have greatly improved their grade, as most candidates showed an understanding of
each. As was suggested after the summer series, Centres might like to consider ways of
helping candidates to find and comment on similarities and differences between two poems,
especially in their handling of similar thematic material. For example, many candidates on
Question 3 missed the fact that both poems were about the sound and sight of approaching
armies.
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Question 1
The poem selected for 5ET2F was ‘Winter’ by Judith Nicholls, a poem with graphic imagery
to which most candidates responded well. This question discriminated clearly, with better
candidates able to deal soundly, and often quite interestingly, with the poem, and even most
of the weaker ones able to respond at their level to the ideas and language.
The key to a successful response was the ability to appreciate that throughout the poem
Winter is personified as a powerful and destructive force sweeping through the land.
Considering that the Unseen poem, ‘Winter’, had not been studied by the candidates there
were candidates who wrote answers which were securely in the top band.
Less able candidates could at least respond to the first bullet point (What happens in the
poem), some doing so at great length and others including little on the organisation and/or
the effects of the poet’s use of language.
An experienced examiner noted that it was “a joy to see that several candidates seemed
able to use and be confident about using the terminology needed to discuss the effects of
language”. There were, it was noted, responses that competently discussed the poet’s use of
metaphor, personification and imagery. When candidates used the terminology inaccurately,
however, this tended to stifle any heartfelt response. There appeared to be several
candidates who could easily have handled the examination at Higher Level.
Most found the poem accessible and grasped Nicholls’s use of personification, though there
were others who confused the personification, giving Winter a human identity, “sounds like
the man has frozen to death with icicles on his lips”. The idea that the poem shifted from
describing Winter to talking about actual people was quite common: it was easy to see how
this interpretation could arise, and it did not undermine the positive aspects of candidates’
responses.
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This is the first part of a candidate's response to the Unseen Poem (Q1).

Examiner Comments

The candidate shows a sound grasp and engagement with the poem. The response
therefore merits an overall mark in mid Band 5. In this extract, the answer focuses
appropriately on how language creates effects. and later in the essay (in the part not
included here) moves onto discussing the use of the personification of Winter.

Examiner Tip

Note how the candidate employs embedded quotations which illustrate the point made.
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This is the middle section of a candidate's response to the Unseen Poem (Q1).

Examiner Comments

This is an extract from a response which was generally sound in its understanding
and exploration of the poet's language and the organisation of ideas, through the
progression of the opening lines of each stanza. It was awarded an overall mark
of 15/20, a mark near the top of Band 4.

Examiner Tip

To reach a Band 5, this response needs a slightly fuller development of the argument.
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Question 2
Question 2: Relationships
2(a) ‘Even Tho’ was the poem selected for candidates’ comment. Many candidates
engaged with its ideas, showing understanding of the language and imagery. One main
difference between the weaker and more sound responses was that the weaker ones
tended to summarise without going into any kind of detail about the language or the
examples of the writer’s craft. Examiners noted that candidates commented on the
imagery and language, freely; they often showed understanding of implications of the
dialect forms, which appeared not to have formed an insurmountable barrier to candidates’
understanding.  However, there were some responses which showed little real depth of
understanding of the poet’s content or ideas.
2(b)(i) With the named poem ‘Rubbish at Adultery’, which the clear majority went with,
most did attempt to show the differences between the two relationships: some did so
securely, where they had a clear sense of what they felt the writers were aiming to say
about the situations they found themselves in. Others were less than confident about
who was who in the adulterous relationship. In particular, there were many inaccurate
misinterpretations of ‘Rubbish at Adultery’, with comments such as “just seems a normal
marriage row between a wife and her husband… he wants to go off with someone else”.
2(b)(ii) Candidates’ own choices of poem included ‘My Flesh’ and ‘Kissing’, although few
chose this option. The very different contexts of the second poems allowed candidates to
consider relationships from a variety of perspectives.
This is the middle section of a candidate's response to Q2(a), focusing on the poem 'Even
Tho'.

Examiner Comments

In this extract the candidate shows a generally
sound grasp of how the writer uses language to
focus in particular on the way that dialect conveys
meaning. The overall mark awarded for Q2(a) was
just into Band 4.

Examiner Tip

For a Band 5 mark, comments such as
those on use of language (eg 'person/ality')
needed further depth of treatment.
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This is the last part of a candidate's response to Q2(a), focusing on the poem 'Even Tho'.

Examiner Comments

The candidate offers some relevant textual information, showing
some grasp of the ideas. The mark awarded was 7/15, Band 2.

Examiner Tip

Be sure to think about how to extend comments
on quotations rather than just paraphrasing.
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This is the middle of a candidate's response to Q2(b)(i), linking 'Rubbish at Adultery' to
'Even Tho'.

Examiner Comments

Some links are established between the two poems. In this extract, the
candidate considers the nature of the relationship in each, but the ideas are
not developed fully. This response overall scored 9/15, keeping it at the top
of Band 3, as more detail was required.

Examiner Tip

Include a wider range of points on the second named poem and link, wherever
possible, to the first poem (although equal coverage is not required).
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This is the concluding paragraph of a candidate's response to Q2(b)(i), linking the two
stated poems.

Examiner Comments

The conclusion refers to the thoughts and feelings of Sophie Hannah in 'Rubbish
at Adultery' with some cross reference to 'Even Tho'. The overall mark awarded
was 8/15 as it is quite general, although an overall understanding is shown.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that points are supported by close reference to the texts.
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Question 3
3(a) The named poem on this popular question was 'Invasion'. For many candidates this
poem allowed engagement with the situation described, but interpretations did not always
show full assurance or appreciation of the writer’s language and its effect. The most
successful responses on this Tier referred to the threatening undertones and the imagery of
the poem. To make full sense of this poem, some appreciation of the historical background
and context was surely important. Candidates need to appreciate the nature of this conflict
and its geographical and political location.
3(b)(i) In comparing ‘Invasion’ with ‘O What is that Sound’, the sense of approaching war
and danger was the most frequently noted point of similarity. Some appreciated well the
way in which the writers built up the sense of fear and the reality of war. However, many
candidates showed a lack of certainty in their handling of the two characters in Auden, so
that the significance of the final stanza, in particular, was often not explored effectively. This
uncertainty about what was actually happening in the poem made it hard for candidates to
write effectively when comparing the two poems.   
3(b)(ii) Most candidates answered (b)(i) on 'O What is That Sound', but for the candidate's
own choice of poem in (b)(ii), there was a variety of appropriate examples available. For
example, ‘August 6 1945’ was selected by some candidates because it showed a very
different perspective on war.  
This is the plan and opening paragraph of a candidate's response to Q3(a) on 'Invasion'.
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Examiner Comments

The opening of this response shows a generally sound grasp of the poem, with supporting
evidence. The mark awarded for the whole response was 12/15, Band 4.

Examiner Tip

A brief plan can help to sort out ideas to ensure a clear structure and a relevant
introduction focuses on the thoughts and feelings of the writer. NB: it is not
necessary to put in the number of the lines when quoting.
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This is an extract from towards the end of a candidate's answer to Q3(a) on 'Invasion'.

Examiner Comments

The candidate shows a limited grasp of the ideas in the poem, with
a tendency to state ('He says...') rather than analyse. Overall, this
rather brief answer was awarded 6/15, at the top of Band 2.

Examiner Tip

All points should be supported by short and relevant quotations.
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This is an extract from the middle of a response to Q3(b)(i) on 'Invasion' and 'O What is
That Sound'.

Examiner Comments

The candidate has written generally sound comments linking the two poems.
There is some clear evaluation of different ways to achieve effects. Comments
could be more fully developed. Overall, this answer scored 11/15, in Band 4.

Examiner Tip

For a Band 5 response, ensure that all examples are
appropriate and well supported.
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This is the last part of another candidate's response to Q3(b)(i).

Examiner Comments

This extract fits into Band 3 (8/15). There is
some linkage between the two poems in the last
paragraph, with some appropriate references to
'O What is That Sound', but the comments are
undeveloped.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that points linking the two
poems are developed fully, with sufficient
comments on the second named poem.
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Question 4
4(a) ‘My Mother’s Kitchen’. There were very few answers on this section. Of those who
answered this question, several candidates gave straightforward, narrative accounts of the
poem, but with no awareness of the more over-arching themes.
4(b)(i) The stated poem for comparison was ‘Sea Timeless Song’. Candidates who had not
fully appreciated the first poem naturally struggled to make effective comparative points
with this one. Some said that growing vegetation played a function in both poems, and
noted that the poems both addressed permanence and change but with little close reference
to the poems.
4(b)(ii) There were few answers to this part of the question. Several poems about particular
places were chosen to compare the poets’ treatment with that in ‘My Mother’s Kitchen’.
However, comparative points were not always clearly made.

Question 5
5(a) ‘A Consumer’s Report’ elicited some mostly sound responses, but this section attracted
fewer responses than Questions 2 and 3 (though more than Question 4). An appreciation
of attitudes expressed in this ‘report’ on life was a key feature.
5(b)(i) In making links between this poem and ‘On the Life of Man’, candidates offered
some  interesting responses. Central to sound responses was an appreciation that
both poems offer a commentary on life, viewed as either a ‘product’ or a piece of
theatre.  However, the writer’s use of theatrical genre (comedy and tragedy) misled some
into thinking that the writer saw life as ‘one big joke’.
5(b)(ii) Where candidates offered their own choice of poem, this was generally appropriate
and permitted comparisons. For example, candidates sometimes looked at how life is
viewed in ‘The World is a Beautiful Place’, and the most effective responses on this Tier were
able to compare the stance of the two writers.
This is the first page of a candidate's response to Q5(a) on 'A Consumer's Report'.
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Examiner Comments

The selection of examples is mostly appropriate and there is
some support for the points made about the writer's attitudes.
Overall, this was awarded 12/15, a mark at the top of Band 4.

Examiner Tip

For a Band 5 answer, candidates should evaluate clearly how the
language and ideas are related, picking out key words.
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This is the first half of a candidate's answer on Q5(b)(i) on 'The Life of Man' and 'A
Consumer's Report'.

Examiner Comments

There is some evaluation of 'On the Life of Man',
with brief links between the two poems. Points are
made but without full development of the attitudes.
An overall mark of 9/15 , top of Band 3, was awarded
for this question.
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Examiner Tip

Ensure that the interpretation is fully
supported from the text and the linking points
are clearly justified.

This is the whole of a candidate's answer to Q5(b)(ii), on 'No Problem' and 'A Consumer's
Report'.
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Examiner Comments

This response is rather brief and the comments are not fully
developed, although there are some links established. The
candidate has chosen an appropriate second poem but does not
refer to sufficient examples. The overall mark was 8/15.

Examiner Tip

If candidates opt for a (b)(ii) answer, they must choose
a poem carefully and refer to it in sufficient depth, as well
as making links with the first named poem.
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Paper Summary
Overall, the response to the poems showed understanding and engagement with sections of
the paper.
The candidates, however, should:
- include more detail and development in their answers
- make full use of examples, not just listing them or language features
- keep separate and clearly label the two parts of the Section B answers - (a) on one
named poem; (b) (i) on a second named poem or (b) (ii) on a second poem of their choice
- remember to write their responses for Section B on their chosen collection of the
Anthology (some candidates attempted answers on two or three collections)
- think carefully about how to make effective links and comparisons, addressing both
poems (although equal weighting is not required)
- write their answers in the correct part of the answer booklet.

Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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